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Semkoncgtor tooLs,_heatsinks,zntistatic items and PCB hardware.

Semiconductor hardware

Heat sinks and mounting hardware
for power semiconductors
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TO -220 heat sink. For circuit
board -mounted power
semiconductor in TO -220 case.
Anodized aluminum. #276-1363

High-performance heat
sink. For device in TO -220 or
TO -202 case style. Provides
more heat dissipation than
pressed metal. #276-1368

TO -220 mounting
hardware kit. For power
semiconductor in TO -220
case. Includes screws,
washers and mica insulators.
#276-1373

Heat sink grease. Assures
proper heat transfer between
power semiconductor and heat
sink. 6.5 grams. #276-1372

Soldering heat sink. Clips to
leads of transistors, other
semiconductors and small
passive devices so you can
solder them without heat
damage. #276-1567

Stop static in its tracks

Did Ya Know?
Static electricity from your hand or body can destroy
or seriously degrade the performance of sensitive ICs,

discrete devices and PC boards -particularly those used
in computers. The following products provide a
low-cost way to eliminate damage due to ESD

(electrostatic discharge) during installation, assembly,
prototyping and repair work.

Antistatic wrist strap
WIth 24" ground cord, clip and built-in
1-megohm resistor. #276-2397

Antistatic wrist strap
and coiled cord
Ths adjustable conductive rubber wrist strap
snaps to a coiled cord that can extend to 9.8 ft.
The cord has a banana plug at the other end to
accept the included alligator clip, which attaches
to a ground point. Also includes a 54" accessory
wire with a banana jack at one end and a female
snap connector at the other. #276-2395

Antistatic field -service kit
Durable 26x24" vinyl mat provides an effective antistatic work surface. It has two

sewn -in pockets that can serve as carry pouches or work holders for circuit boards,

parts or tools. Includes an adjustable antistatic wrist strap with 6-ft. coiled cord and

a 10 -ft. ground cord with detachable clip at one end. A dual banana jack at the

other end will accept a second wrist strap (not included). #276-2370
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Stand-offs and terminal blocks for printed circuit boards

Insulated standoffs. 4 -pack. Great
for mounting circuit boards. Includes
four 10mm-long board -mounting
posts, screws and washers. #276-1381

Metal standoffs with
screws. 4 -pack of ./,o" -high
mounting posts. #276-195

PCB modular wire terminal blocks
Set of four 2 -position terminal blocks can be installed as a
unit or snapped apart and installed separately. Features 5mm
lead spacing, maximum current rating of 16 amps and
maximum voltage rating of 1000V #276-1388
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